SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY

PATHFINDER Report
New Moon Sunday April 15th 2018 9:58 PM EST
Chiron ingress Aries Tuesday April 17th 4:07 AM
Saturn retrograde Tuesday April 17th 9:48 PM
Sun ingress Taurus April 19th 11:14 PM
Pluto retrograde Sunday April 22nd 11:27 AM
Venus ingress Gemini Tuesday April 24th 12:41 PM
Full Moon in Libra Sunday April 29th 8:59 PM
Dark Moon begins Friday May 13th 7:30 AM
Jupiter in Scorpio retrograde through out cycle
Next new Moon in Taurus Tuesday May 15th 7:49 AM EST
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Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in
advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self
observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"
an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as
“the perfection premise".

***

New Moon Alignments
Sun (Aries) conjunct Moon conjunct Uranus (Aries)
Jupiter retrograde (Scorpio) sextile Pluto (Capricorn)
Saturn (Capricorn) quincunx Pallas Athena (Gemini)
Vesta (Capricorn) square Mercury (Aries)
Mars (Capricorn) sextile Neptune (Pisces)

***
Overview
New Moon in Aries
Sunday April 15th 2018 9:58 PM EST

O

ur independent nature will be examined during this Moon cycle beginning in Aries. For
some this is no big thing as they live in a grand state of independent character anyway.
However this is not everyone. For some they may refuse or resist to see them self so
independently. Again they will be challenged in some way to see themselves from an
independent perspective. This is not always going to be the case, it is for now however as we
experience a new Moon in Aries. The Uranus in Aries transit has however been showing people
their independent nature, yet they, not everyone but many, still see themselves as social first as
demonstrated by the many who have been demanding their social rights in groups. When Uranus
makes a Taurus ingress on the 15th of May, this is really on the next Moon cycle in Taurus yet
quite relevant here as well, we will most likely see a gradual waning of all the social demands for
rights and freedoms. If the social marches were of real commitment and insight they would not
wane, lets wait and see what happens. In the meantime Chiron will make an Aries ingress. This
again is big astrological news as Chiron has been transiting Pisces since February of 2011. This
will happen Tuesday morning April 17th. The individual will begin to be more responsible with
independent choice and actions, lets hope so. Whereas the Uranus Aries effect was like being
zapped with independent nature and freedom, the Chiron Aries influence will be connected with
much more wisdom. Many will seek to understand how to be responsible for themselves. Instead
of just reacting, very Aries, the individual will now study or notice how their independent nature
influences their decisions their thoughts and their choices. Relationships and partnerships can
benefit greatly from the Chiron in Aries transit as many will now have the interest in appreciating
the independent nature of their partner. An understanding of how our partner reflects or echoes
our own nature will make for a slam dunk in a fulfilling partnership experience. Ideally the Aries
Chiron alignment with correlating with many wise and well meaning individuals who will
become better and better at directing energy. This energy work can be used first off to heal one's
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own body and bring one into ideal health, it can also be directed to make and influence huge
changes benefiting ever living thing. Not everyone will have the belief structure and paradigm
framework to move and participate in this direction yet those who do will change the world for
all of us.
Aggressive actions backed by a clearly defined and outlined plan can make effective progress
during this Moon cycle. Plans not so well defined yet charged with a desire and passion alone
will likely make some moves however their outcome much less certain in terms of bringing
about desired results. Submitting to another's plan may not be completely out of the question if
individual's involved can justify or believe in the integrity of such plans and actions. A continued
destructioning of existing or older systems continues and in many cases this is what is facilitating
the new actions and agendas. Social systems are changing as well as both the elite important
people and the the regular joe are being equally affected by today's changes in social
infrastructure. Many individual's may not realize it yet but they are uncovering and removing
things which have kept them under a threshold of social significance. Their actions and integrity
now can cause them to bust through and see a different story then the one which has been
typically told. Desire to make big bucks right away can be causing some to be very excited and
as such they feel empowered. A caution here is that they might not have considered all aspects of
their plan. If one is in contact with such a highly motivated individual they would do well to pay
close attention to how it feels and be ready to refuse any involvement if it does not feel right. If
however an individual is already educated and experienced in the field to which the claim to
good fortunate if being presented they may have indeed found a good thing. If a good business
idea, as an example, is being presented it may be wise to check thoroughly as opposed to
accepting a single opinion.
Working with the spirit realms can be satisfying and joyful. When we are clear that we are
resonating with energies who are aware that thought creates, that all is Creator's infinite
perfection, we can fill our lives with insight and clarity and joy. There is vastness which is quite
incomprehensible to the ego and to the human mind however it can be realized in terms of
Creator's perfection, all is in balance. When we participate and intend within this balance we
send waves of ideas and feelings out into this vastness that can effect others, if this is their
creation. Being clear about who we are as energy and who we are as spirit having a human
experience we allow a certain type of connection to be made which will bring us into an
awareness where we can feel this balance as it relates to our local position. There are those who
may be seeking appreciation for their role or position within their spiritual team. Have yourself a
laugh as this is most certainly a set-up coaching an individual in ways they are likely unaware.
Those who are aware that thought creates will realize all is connected through correlation and
metaphor and that their multi-dimensional awareness will reveal many things which are or can be
outside typical physical practicality. That being said it is wise for any individual to pay attention
to their health. The state of our health will alert us to the balance as it affects our own body. For
example if an individual becomes overly involved in the affairs of others they can bring
unnecessary challenges onto themselves. Gripping onto believes is another thing which can be
realized and let go of as individuals increase their awareness. The individual will begin to change
in many ways as they team up with the spiritual realms. The nature of "memory" the nature of
"time" these things begin to be revealed. Many achievements which some deem significant or
admirable are but by-products of one's integrity.

***
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Sun Sign
With this Moon cycle beginning in Aries the focus will be on the impulsive aspect of self. The
current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of
experiencing and witnessing how one goes after things. How an individual responds with action
implies beliefs which are integrated within the individual. These actions reveal the presence of
beliefs which are more foundational than what the same individual may assume or claim to
believe, as in "actions speak louder than words". An evolution of self awareness occurs as the
nature of one's courage becomes known. Those born under the Sun sign Aries have a natural
propensity to be immediate as desire and ambition is expedited through impulse. They naturally
and easily respond to their impulsive self. Not to exclude others as we all have Aries somewhere
in our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each
Sun sign would access Aries propensity for action and courage. There are many accents in each
personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the basic inclination that an individual has to harmoniously and effectively go after things by
being specific to each Sun sign and thus create added meaning to the content of the report. These
can also serve as healthy intentions.
I experience courageous action …
Pisces: when paying attention to what I experience immediately around me and servicing my
immediate needs.
Aquarius: when I listen objectively to others and am clear with what it is I am to communicate.
Capricorn: by observing and accepting my feeling responses which are related to my agenda.
Sagittarius: by following my intentions to have a good time when involved with others.
Scorpio: whenever I embrace my responsibilities.
Libra: when I am in a partnership which shares an agenda.
Virgo: when I feel the power of what a harmonious partnerships can lead to.
Leo: when I expand my world by adventuring into fresh new territory.
Cancer: when I move on my ambition and desire to be of value to others though my work.
Gemini: when I associate with others, either friends or the public.
Taurus: when I fill my thinking concepts with emotional truth and extend my awareness out
beyond mental boundaries.

***
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***
Birthdays
The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.
March 6th

September 8th & 9th

March 20th, 21st & 22nd

September 23rd & 24th

April 19th & 20th

October 21st, 22nd & 23rd

June 30th, July 1st

December 30th

July 13th

January 11th & 12th

***
Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on
the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the
entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here
as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues
until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen
times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a
unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases
example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro
alignments may be experienced.
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01 Sunday April 15th 9:58 PM 2018 EST - new Moon in Aries
An urge to move forward can explode with actions which submit to one's delayed or repressed
need to be active. Going after the things one wants is a normal thing, and it can be observed that
when or if one delays action that a sense of urgency can develop if the individual is not able to
review and resolve an issue. For those who are well grounded or closely in touch with their
security and foundational practical concerns and responsibilities their way of reacting to this new
Moon will be much different. Either way a spontaneous impulsive self will, or can likely, arise in
the individual. If one's security is safely organized, at least in their mind and in their beliefs, they
will act on opportunities to further improve and enjoy their lives. Relationships can be affected
also. And again it can go either way. As the spontaneous self is given a diet of tnt and nuclear
fuel the decisions one makes in regards to the actions they take will be quick and in some cases
unexpected. Relations which are founded in a practicality where the bigger picture is considered
and mutually understood the actions they take as individuals will be mutually supportive. If
however agendas in partnerships are diverse the actions can potentially pry apart their
relationship. Aries energy typically triggers impulsiveness which is specific to the individual and
as such the individual must be committed to and choosing partnership if the impulsive actions
are to be compatible with their relationship. On another note the continued busting down of
social elitism is occurring. Many individuals will move toward resolving issues connected with
self esteem and believing in ones self. Heroes from the past may be examined as the justification
of their aggrandizement may be interfering with an individuals need to be their own authority,
their own hero.
02 Monday April 16th - Moon enters Taurus 4:52 AM
Chiron ingress Aries Tuesday April 17th 4:07 AM
Saturn retrograde Tuesday April 17th 9:48 PM
The impulsive spontaneous self relies on an individual knowing the terrain they travel. When one
is familiar with their area they are able to move about quickly. Also we are less distracted when
we are familiar with the area we typically live in. It's like knowing what you will have to deal
with if you want to go after something specific. Of course we can still be surprised yet the more
we have dealt with the things which can interfere with our objective the greater ease and flow our
actions have. This period can be an excellent time to examine our local terrain, to consider where
we have to go and when and how long to take care of our most typical reoccurring duties and
responsibilities. Perhaps what we experience now during this Moon Taurus transit will be a
precursor to when the Sun transits Taurus, April 19th thru May 20th. And bigger still is the the
soon to come major ingress of Uranus transiting Taurus, May 15th 2018 thru April 19th 2026.
This signals an eight year period where humanity will be challenged to know specifically and
correctly what is foundation and security and what is fleeting or fake security. Currently we are
hopefully coming to terms with our ego's aggressive nature when and if this applies. The I am me
and I am important affect indicated by the Uranus Aries transit has caused quite the social
outburst. If an individual is unaware they create their situations they will have beliefs and actions
indicative of beliefs which support a victim nature, among other things. The danger here is the
individual will manage their denial until they drop dead and never really deal with their beliefs
and thoughts creating the disturbing events! They never really know how much power they have.
Venus is currently transiting it's home sign Taurus and again we have an opportunity now to be
realistic and accepting as to our need for security simplicity comfort and foundation. The Moon's
transit as always will act as a trigger showing each individual what belief they are holding which
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is not in accord with the higher orders of the nature of existence.
03 Wednesday April 18th - Moon enters Gemini 8:03 AM
Sun ingress Taurus April 19th 11:14 PM
The need to say something can be quite overwhelming for some right now, things normally kept
quite are blurted out. This is a period where some might find out what others really think as the
ability to keep quite may be busted by impulsive urges to gets one's opinion out. There may also
be property dynamics playing out as well and so what is said may be related to who owns what.
Property can mean financial values as well as one's sensual value. It's been a few months now
that Jupiter has been transiting Scorpio, the grandiose expression of one's sensual nature or the
ambitious ideas of wealth may have led some to unrealistic places. It's wonderful to feel
optimistic yet when delving into new territory one would be wise to accept that they may be a
new bee and don't know all the rules. Jupiter's retrograde phase will cause the recent past to
return, if there was anything left unresolved in terms of sharing sensuality or promoting wealth
profits recently it has likely returned. Speaking in cliches may be the norm for some and has kind
of become the way to communicate, not only in how we socialize but also how we think. These
little turns of phrase are being contorted and abused to the extent that it can be comical, yet there
is also an indication we are heading to a strange and perhaps dysfunctional state in term of basic
communication. Do we now speak like sleeping zombies? Internal dialogue may come to the
tongue and one's inner self revealed suddenly and unexpectedly. This can be a good time for an
individual to examine who they believe themselves to be as their thoughts can be more spirited
than usual and their conversation boundary suddenly gone. Ideally the individual will look for
ways to be self responsible, perhaps catching oneself thinking or saying something which is less
than acceptable relative to their own ideal.
04 Friday April 20th - Moon enters Cancer 10:28 AM
Pluto retrograde Sunday April 22nd 11:27 AM
One's boldness and impulsiveness may now be challenged by their sensitivity and vulnerability.
On a positive note this can work well for those who enjoy creative spontaneous expression.
Something that can challenge this spontaneous creative expression is boundaries and rules. The
authorities behind the rules who are policing and challenging can also be challenged. Depending
upon the established foothold these authorities have been allowed to control, the individual will
be exposed to a conflict of interest regarding personal sovereignty. On the one hand an individual
will proclaim their rights and state their opinion socially and yet they may hold deep hidden
beliefs which exclude them from the privilege club to which they just implied a membership
within? The emotional reaction will indicate the conflict of beliefs in regards to their self esteem
and integrity. Pluto Mars Vesta and Saturn are all currently transiting Capricorn indicating a
potential for some bossy type interactions. This can also indicate an ardent focus on moving
ahead with one's agenda. The bigger picture, shared realities as in government and community
systems and their ways and regulations, may be interfering with one's personal expression.
Ideally the individual will preserve and exercise their creative expression while at the same time
keeping aligned with current rules and boundaries. There is a chaos rattling established
authorities and there may be many things going on behind the typical facade of a business,
especially financial related institutions. The connection between power and money or sensuality
and sharing are being tested and in many cases reestablished. The time of change is hitting this
area of our cultures, the sharing of values, the sharing of wealth, the sharing of dept, the sharing
of our sensuality.
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05 Sunday April 22nd - Moon enters Leo 1:10 PM
Venus ingress Gemini Tuesday April 24th 12:41 PM
Erasing history typically occurs by overrunning it. Cities for example make room for new
buildings by tearing down the older ones. New stories are written with new truths burying some
previous or original story. Individuals who like to express their idea can do so not knowing what
has already been expressed and realized in the same area of interest. Whoever yells the loudest is
the one who is heard? Childish immature expression can wipe out and destroy the development
of a culture if given the path to do so. Is it incorrect to protect culture development and evolution
by restraining the rambunctious ignorant want-a-bees? The "this is what I want" urge of self
expression is examined as the Moon transits Leo. In order to gain recognition, a fame, a
significance within their social peer group it would be convenient if the individual has
accomplished something of relative importance. Some may attempt to become relevant within
their social group by daring to do something which can bring a note of significance to their
name. External validation is surely the demon of humanity who lacks self love and lacks a
conscious connection with their higher self. Self proclaimed experts who lack awareness, self
assurance, and the humility of being anonymous will eventually be challenged by their own
proclamations. Some will be bitten by a need to be important and yet are they acting out their
own lack of self acceptance? This is a good time for the individual to examine and know their
significance, their power, absent of the need to have it verified because others have noted and
qualified it.
06 Tuesday April 24th - Moon enters Virgo 4:41 PM
Aggressively moving ahead with one's plan occurs, changes believed necessary trigger real
action and attention. Also the ideas which, if one were being realistic, lack absolute practicality
or necessity, become the reason for one's current action. Practicality is becoming increasingly
more important, especially in the last four days. A difference in method or final objective can
trigger contrasting opinions as the way to do things warrants attention. Suddenly some people
become more critical. Those who are confused or frustrated may have to consider their priorities
and what they have allowed themselves to become involved with. An intention to get to the
bottom of one's reason for involving themselves in a certain thing can benefit them. An honest
clear look at what one has been getting into, especially if it involves the plans of others, may be
wise right now. A critical investigation may be occurring anyway so why not direct it toward
one's fundamental interest. How may things is one involved with which are really not that good
for them? Health is another place which can occupy the concern of the individual. Especially
important to consider is one's own health. If one is having a health issue it can be wise for them
to notice how this concern diverts their attention. A new way of understanding one's unique
significance can be behind some of these current challenges. Sometimes an individual will
distract themselves with some interest which is really not that fulfilling to them. And so why do
this? A good question to ask oneself is "if I were not doing this what would I be doing?”
07 Thursday April 26th - Moon enters Libra 9:14 PM
Things may have been said recently which challenge partnership harmony. The need to smooth
these things out is getting attention, if such applies. Making sure others involved in your agenda
also get their dividend and satisfaction can motivate certain things, like certain conversation or
ideas. There can be those out there who are aggressively destroying what is believed to be in
their way. They are riding a wave of change which is bigger than perhaps they know. They will
eventually diverge and breakaway from the main power force which is changing and destroying
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the old, at which time they may become overwhelmed at what they are so easily involving
themselves in now. It is important for many to have peace and friendliness yet they are also
aggressively doing things which can generate the opposite sentiment. Although some
communication may have been difficult recently it can improve as the individuals involved
become increasingly more concerned about the experience of those they deal with. Harmony can
become important and as such disturbances in the otherwise friendly companionship are avoided.
For many shared experiences are really important. The need to act less independently can cause
one to slow down and see ways to allow others to become involved in one's own interest.
Looking for the common ground and finding it can brighten one's day.
08 Sunday April 29th - Moon enters Scorpio 3:13 AM
Full Moon in Libra Sunday April 29th 8:59 PM
If there is any monkey business going on it will not feel right. The impulsive nature of many has
been active recently. The feeling and passion for what can be acquired or controlled has been a
driving force. An enlivened sense of enthusiasm may have been triggering the individual to go
for some believed opportunity which has lit up their passion. Another will have to be involved so
some sharing of ideas or some form of getting another onboard would be in the mix. What goes
around comes around and as such if the individual was of the upmost integrity and honesty their
fair play will yield great results. If on the other had one was overly rambunctious their plan may
have had some holes, yikes a difficult situation may have risen. Hopefully all will go well as
there is a great optimism in the air. The one who acts with integrity and fairness will do well as a
combined effort makes for an effective team ready to resolve any overlooked detail. Aries is an
independent type energy and if individuals involved in a partnership are not independently
choosing to make sure their partner is treated fairly and is also benefiting from the shared agenda
difficulty can arise. The Moon in Scorpio can trigger suspicion if any is perhaps lingering to
begin with. Foundation and security are big issues and concerns right now so this can be about
who owns what. Understanding the practical need for rules boundaries and regulations will work
well for those who are intent on building foundation and security. A time to be simple in one's
analysis and plan, and to pay attention to the most practical aspect of one's material needs will
work very well right now.
09 Tuesday May 1st - Moon enters Sagittarius 11:21 AM
Suddenly there is concern for one's public reputation? Forced to go back over details of some
recent plan or arrangement, going back as far last summer, as there may have been a
missunderstanding, or perhaps a miscalculation. Yet some will want to talk about the rules as if it
is really fun for them to do so. Things never seem to turn out the way they are expected to, some
fixing may be needed. There are those who are somewhat aggressively attempting to get things
done but they just can't seem to find that perfect flow. It may take as long as mid July to get that
feeling of smoothly moving forward with ease. In the meantime we just need to pay attention to
the details and continue to be ready to fix or improve some of the mechanisms needed to move
an agenda forward. It may simple be that there are too many things actively changing right now,
it can be like hitting a moving target at best. Things are being removed, destroyed and new things
are coming in. With all theses changes the individual's local plans have to be put on hold. Those
who are in charge of the details of the changes or who are in someway managing important
changes which will ultimately affect many others are currently being inspected for their integrity
and effectiveness. Their reputation in some cases on the line. Good leadership and honest
communication is in the air and so perhaps the biggest thing the individual can do right now is to
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be patient while reviewing their practical situation.
10 Thursday May 3rd - Moon enters Capricorn 10:07 PM
There are those who could be making a mess of things because they just will not stop. There
really are too many things changing right now to ram ahead. Some things which need to be
resolved however will likely be delayed until mid July before they can be set straight and back
on track. Unfortunately many people are being backed up here and delays concerning important
matters can become frustrating. Panic can occur if one needs to see and feel their reality in it's
ideal manifestation immediately yet it clearly not here today. Intention and visualization is
always a good precursor. For those who enjoy the journey, on the other hand, these people will
be in a good position. It is as if, for them, like they have slowed time down and they can
maneuver into certain understandings and tweak and fix things. When the big machine goes back
to regular speed, again not before mid July, they will be smiling and grinning. This is one of
those times when it is about the journey and not so much the end result. Work place challenges
can cause domestic or home challenges. There is an added sensitivity at home because things are
unclear at work. For some they may need to fix up some faltering foundation or rebuild a better
one. Those who are good at paying attention to basic simple things, especially those things which
require sustained physical effort, they will potentially accomplish much right now.
11 Sunday May 6th - Moon enters Aquarius 10:50 AM
Bizarre or perhaps strange can be an accurate way to describe socializing over the last several
years. Specifically since Uranus made the Aries ingress back in March of 2011 a need for each
and every individual to feel socially allowed, socially free to do what they want, has been
occurring. From the outside looking in this can be a rather obvious observation yet from the
inside where the individuals themselves are involved it may be difficult to observe. Even more
difficult to admit or accept as everyone is involved, which makes it normal or okay? Perhaps it is
normal and okay, yet it is still bizarre and strange. The erratic behavior of individuals socially
has been going on for seven years, yet this is soon to close or end. On May 15th which is during
the next Moon cycle in Taurus. If we can notice how individuals the world over have been
demanding their rights and aggressively challenging those who stand in their way we may begin
to see how individuals are setup to act out their beliefs as to what freedom really really means.
Assuming the individual was has been and always will be free then what the heck would we be
fighting for? Individuals who are unaware that they are creating their own reality, they have
already been endowed with freedom, as such they would not stoop to acting as if they are being
repressed. Instead they would examine their beliefs and thoughts. What are my ideas and
thoughts which would manifest social repression or lack of social freedom? The current Moon
transit in Aries will for some however acerbate this issue of "where is my social freedom, I
demand it now". "Examine thy self", where have we heard that? "The unexamined life is not
worth living", how about that one! Can we be responsible for ourselves? This is not possible if
the individual acts as if they have nothing to do with the trouble they find themselves in. As the
Moon transits Aries some will feel pressured to attack or defend themselves. Others will feel a
connection with their spontaneous selves and examine their beliefs which either support or reject
their independent self responsible nature.
12 Tuesday May 8th - Moon enters Pisces 11:12 PM
There are many realities and many correlating beliefs. It's as if we live in a theater. As things
speed up, technology has a way of indicating this or causing this, depending on one's beliefs, as
things speed up we realize we are living in or around many theaters. It's as if the movie we live
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in, the fantasy we assume to be real, is simply another production, another movie, another
theater. In our advancing awareness we have noticed that what we thought was real is actually
simply a single version of reality, among many. In previous years, go back a few decades, we
would change the movie over many years, for some however not at all. They would live the same
reality their entire life. Today those who attempt to do this bring great pain on themselves.
Learning to let go is becoming a prerequisite for mental and emotional survival. It's as if life is a
fog and from this fog we create "little real's". Well they are not "big Real's" they are "little real's",
and we need to know the difference. Or it can be a much more pleasant life if we know what is a
"little real" and what is a "big Real". As the Moon transits Pisces the fog rolls in and many will
insist they are in a certain reality where as others, standing right beside you, will be in a different
one. When it comes to security and material comfort what is real is determined by what we need
to physically survive. Nothing foggy about that? Having our security in order is an important
thing as we need certain things to survive. If we don't know the difference between "little real"
and "big Real" we will have difficulty with this survival stuff. When two worlds both assumed to
be completely real come together to occupy the same space they can harmonize or they can
smash into each other like bricks colliding? As the Moon transits Pisces we can see and feel our
beliefs in the fog of life, and if we are able to own our own acceptance or gullibility we will heal
and move in a harmonious way. It could mean some letting go is required.
13 Friday May 11th - Moon enters Aries 8:41 AM
Dark Moon begins Friday May 13th 7:30 AM
Its interesting that Chiron which spent years in Pisces has recently made an Aries ingress while
Uranus will very soon leave Aries after several years of transiting there and make a Taurus
ingress. For years it was Chiron in Pisces and Uranus in Aries, now it will be Chiron in Aries and
Uranus in Taurus for years. As the Moon returns to Aries, for a couple of days, we near the end
of the current Aries Moon cycle. Chiron in Aries indicates an individual's learning and accepting
of their independent nature. A maturing of the individual where instead of marching the streets
demanding freedom, (freedom from what by the way?), we instead connect with individuality
over our power and self responsibility. Chiron is like a healer and to heal we must accept what
we have created. In this way Aries energy will connect to the true power of the individual the
power to admit and accept, and let go of foolishness. Foolishness like blame, projection, victim
hood, and just general wimpiness. Many have had enough of this anyway. Has all this demand
for social freedom done anything? Perhaps there has been enough discombobulated effort that it
finally becomes obvious, a failure to identify and address the real problem. The victory can be
real however and we can feel like a champion. Chiron will assist us with this, to show us how to
feel like champions. Chiron can assist us if we are truly intending to be on the road to peace.
First order of business, there is no blame, nor is there any getting out of the stuff, the crappy stuff
we created for ourselves. Instead we must now find the higher road, the higher common
denominator, the higher parallels, the higher vision, the higher self, we will GO BIG. Really its
self love. That's it, nothing less nothing more. When we can feel our perfection we are there, or
heading there, of course we will still have to clean up our room.
14 Sunday May 13th - Moon enters Taurus 2:16 PM
A big highlight for the coming new Moon in Taurus will be the Uranus Taurus ingress which will
occur four hours after the new Moon. Excluding the retrograde in the coming fall and winter
Uranus will transit Taurus into 2025. New discoveries about how we are connected to the Earth
will occur. Our basic survival is connected with our harmonious connecting to the Earth and so
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for some new ways of surviving and understanding surviving will begin to be prioritized. Sudden
changes in terms of what is basic and simple will no doubt surprise us all. What we need in order
to find comfort in our lives will be brought to our attention. Unusual aspects of the Earth will
begin to suddenly be revealed. It is appropriate that the Taurus new Moon cycle will host this
major ingress, and that the new Moon will be trine to Capricorn and Pluto transiting there. Again
the Uranus ingress will begin with it great potential for changes to Earth vibration and how we
connect to her. A need to understand who we are in our most basic survival needs will be our new
education. It's as if the Earth herself will reunite with her galactic family, we best cooperate.
Things will change in terms of infrastructure, or continue to change, however now the changes
will be increasing surprising and unexpected. The constant social rebellion will gradually wane,
it may seem as if individuals no long have time for screaming about their rights as they now
require the basic necessities of life. Lets make a point of telling the Earth how important she is to
us on a regular basis.
Next new Moon in Taurus Tuesday May 15th 7:49 AM EST

***
Soulstar Astrology Appointments
Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
(905) 665-9000
For more information about Soulstar Astrology consultations goto:
Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php
SoulstarAstrology.com
PathfinderReport,com
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Aries
April 15th 2018 9:58 PM EST
01 My spontaneous impulsive self brings me harmony and joy.
02 I trust my spontaneous self as it is an extension of my security and comfort.
03 I love the Earth she is important to me.
04 I am considerate has to how my actions affect my partnership.
05 My spontaneous self is supported by the familiarity I have with the area I am getting
involved with.
06 By paying attention to the way I react in real situations I come to understand myself
better.
07 I am increasing my understanding of the value of sharing wealth and how it works.
08 Even though I am creating new things I maintain a healthy respect for what has preceded
me.
09 When and if I experience a health issue I immediately examine how it is I need to return
to balance.
10 It is important to me that others involved in my agenda get their own satisfaction and
benefit.
11 I pay attention to the simple basic things that require sustained attention.
12 When many interactions and changes occur simultaneously I look for the bigger common
denominator.
13 Even when what was assumed to be a real life becomes rather foggy I know there is a
bigger real there for me to harmonize with.
14 I can feel a great love for the Earth.
15 In my independent nature I choose to focus on what I have in common, with my partner,
my friends, and family.
16 By accepting the ongoing changes to how we find harmony as a community I allow
myself to be creative and effective.
17 I am responsible as I service the duties and chores which support my harmonious living.
18 In my heart, in my deepest true fillings I love the Earth.
19 Even though I get really excited about a business idea or partnership I am not allowing
myself to be natively blinded by the light.
20 I am aware that there are many social changes going on and that these changes are by no
means complete.
21 I feel I have great power which can, in practical ways, assist me as I intend on living a
happy joyful life.
William Oulton
April 14th 2018
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